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ABOUT THE COMPANY
Yawal S.A. is one of the leading suppliers of aluminium architectural systems in
Poland. This is owed to the experience gained over the course of its 25 years of
existence and a broad range of innovative solutions. The systems of the
enterprise have been designed by experts to be environmentally-friendly and
energy-saving constructions used for building windows, doors, facades, curtain
and partition walls, conservatories, skylights, railings, and sun visors.
The requirements set out for modern architecture change very quickly.
Therefore, apart from the standard range of aluminium systems in the
company's catalogue, Yawal S.A also focus on bespoke solutions designated for
use equally in commercial, industrial and housing construction.
The company's systems are sold in markets across the whole of Europe.
At present, the partners and clients of Yawal S.A. include several hundred
domestic and international business entities. The company's head office and
production sites are located in Herby near Częstochowa.
Thanks to the whole production process being conducted within Yawal Group,
our company is characterised by complete independence and market flexibility.
We use components of the highest quality for the production of our systems
which are supplied by the best specialists in the market in the sectors of fittings,
gaskets, fastening elements, and care products.

A full list of authorized producers, distributors and assemblers who can sell
products based on Yawal's systems and install/service them can be found on our
website at www.yawal.com in tab "Guide”.
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WHY ALUMINIUM?
The modern world presents an ever-growing demand for energy which simultaneously leads to significant climate changes resulting in
the need to search for innovative and environmentally-friendly solutions. Aluminium may be a remedy for these challenges. It is
a material that can be entirely re-processed and generates sustainable energy solutions such as lighter, less fuel-consuming vehicles,
components for wind power plants, and perhaps most importantly – energy saving buildings.

For years aluminium has been associated only with commercial construction. It has been perceived as a "cold" metal, not suitable for
use in housing construction in the Polish climate. Developments in technology have debunked this myth by proving that aluminium is
ideal for producing modern and energy saving windows and doors in our homes, which are "self-financing".
The most important feature of aluminium joinery is its durability and energy saving quality. The complex construction of profiles and
the possibility of applying various types of infills guarantee the maintenance of accurate indicators of thermal insulation and the
reduction of heat loss. This proves particularly important in passive and zero energy houses.

One begins to note a rapidly growing number of houses in the cityscape whose designs feature large
glazings, ensuring the entry of light and opening up the rooms to their external surroundings. This is where
aluminium comes in! It combines two seemingly contradictory properties - flexibility of alloys (during the
production process), and rigidity of construction elements. This first feature allows for the production of
narrow profiles of non-standard shapes which make the windows look slimmer and increase the surface of
the pane. The rigidity of aluminium, on the other hand, permits for the design of entirely glazed
constructions without the need to use any additional reinforcements.
Aluminium offers significantly greater construction possibilities, among others, due to the relatively low
weight of aluminium joinery in comparison to wood and PVC. This in turn increases the ease of using
window leafs and doors made of this material.
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The superiority of aluminium over PVC and wood presents itself also in high resistance to harsh weather conditions. In comparison to those made of PVC, aluminium window and door profiles are
more resistant to fading colours caused by sunlight. They also do not require preservation work as often as wood which has to be painted every few years. Thanks to this, their energy saving
properties remain at the highest level for many years.
Aluminium windows and doors increase the safety of both you and your family in many ways. They are resistant to fire and can prevent it from spreading. Furthermore, due to its solid construction
and the application of anti-theft panes and fittings, they prevent intruders from breaking into the house.
The newest technology allows for aluminium window frames to be designed to suit any architectural style. The use of the correct paints and varnishes, with a diversified structure, makes colour
options practically limitless. A current trend in family homes is wood-imitating covers, which resemble natural patterns and make the window appear to be made of wood, while simultaneously
maintaining durability and a low weight.

Aluminum

Wood

ALU / Wood

PCV

Limitless choice of colours and structures

x

Resistance to harsh weather conditions

x

High acoustic insulation

x

x

x

Fire resistance

x

x

x

Tightness

x

x

x

Long lasting quality

x

x

x

Stable dimensions for many years

x

x

x

No need for frequent maintenance

x

Possibility of creating large-scale glazings

x

High heat insulation

x

x

x

x

Resistance to damage

x

x

x

x

Possibility of creating non-standard shapes

x

x

Environmentally-friendly solutions

x

x

x

x

x
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS "TO THE WORLD”
One of the most important choices that has to be made when building a house is selecting suitable window joinery. When
making this decision one has to take the following aspects into consideration: aesthetics, safety, functionality and comfort of
use, tightness and most importantly - energy savings.

ALUMINIUM ELEGANCE
Windows produced in accordance with Yawal systems enable the construction of buildings which are extremely effective in
terms of architecture. They are perfect for both contemporary houses and traditional housing. The individual character of a
house can be accentuated by both the size and shape and of the windows. Thanks to thin profiles, windows made of aluminium
are unusually slender and rooms are therefore very bright. In addition to this, large glazings open up our houses to the beauty of
external surroundings. Limitless freedom regarding the choice of colours and structure of windows is also very important.

ENERGY SAVING
Saving energy with windows produced by Yawal systems is very easy. The most important criterion, which every buyer
should consider, is the heat transfer coefficient of windows or doors (Uf), whose value should be as low as possible. In the
coming year, the construction sector will face the gradual tightening of this criterion (from 2017 - Uf ≤1,1 W/m2K, and from
2021 Uf ≤0,9 W/m2K). This is why specialists from Yawal use innovative technologies and materials to design systems which
even today meet the aforesaid requirements and allow for the production of windows with the highest level of thermal
insulation (Uf from 0,4 W/m2K).
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TIGHTNESS
Water tightness, acoustic insulation, and wind load resistance are further criteria which have to be taken into consideration
when selecting windows. Designers of Yawal window systems use additional protective seals in their constructions, in
order to provide homeowners with the best values of the aforesaid criteria. Moreover, before Yawal profiles are used for the
production of windows, they are thoroughly tested for their levels of acoustic insulation, wind load resistance, and water
tightness.
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY
When creating window systems our experts cooperate with the best specialists from the sectors of fittings, automatics,
and fastening elements. Windows produced with Yawal systems, aside from the traditional function of opening, tilting and
micro-unsealing, posses useful options like lifting, opening outwards or sliding. We pay attention to the comfort of users
and strive for full automation, allowing for the remote opening and closing of windows with the help of electronic devices
or a timer, and controlling anti-sun blinds which protect against excessive UV rays.
SAFETY
Very often buyers associate large, glazed windows with a higher risk of intruders breaking into a house. Yawal has taken
care of its clients in this respect also. Safety is not accidental but results from the well-considered application of the
newest technology. Yawal S.A is the only company in Poland to hold a certificate from the Institute of Precision Mechanics,
proving that the company's systems can be used for the production of anti-theft windows in one of the highest anti-theft
classes - RC4.

yawal.com
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TM

102
HI

SOLUTIONS
DEDICATED
TO PASSIVE HOUSE

UNPRECEDENTED THERMAL INSULATION OF WINDOWS!
Uw = from 0,4 W/m2K – results comparable to insulated walls*
*Calculation is valid for a wall consisting of 2 layers of plaster, hollow brick 240 mm thick (tongue & groove),
styrofoam EPS 80 of 40mm. thickness.
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS - TM 102HI

POSSIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING A BALCONY DOOR (INCLUDING LOW THRESHOLD SOLUTION)

Heat transfer coefficient

from 0,4 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

300 kg

Pemissible leaf width

1600 mm

Permissible leaf height

3000 mm

Anti-theft protection

RC2, RC3, RC4

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

YAWAL TM 102HI System is designed for energy saving and passive houses. It will work in both public facilities and
family housing. It is a complex system of aluminium profiles used for the production of modern types of windows,
doors, and showcases requiring high thermal insulation.
The innovative construction of a window leaf with an applied insulator, set at an angle relative to the casing, ensures the
beneficial strength distribution in a profile. This in turn creates highly durable profiles which can be used for the
production of heavy, large format constructions. Within the system, we offer a broad range of glazing and installation
options, from all types of panes, single, double and triple-chamber, available on the market.
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS - TM 77HI
The TM 77HI system is a safe and innovative solution that enables the attainment of excellent coefficients of thermal
insulation, acoustic insulation, protection against wind and water, as well as security.

POSSIBILITY OF MAKING A BALCONY DOOR (INCLUDING LOW THRESHOLD SOLUTION)

Heat transfer coefficient

Windows - 0,8÷1,4 W/m2K
Doors - 0,9÷1,5 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

Windows - 200 kg
Doors - 200 kg

Pemissible leaf width

Windows - 1600 mm
Doors - 1300 mm

Permissible leaf height

Windows - 2700 mm
Doors - 3000 mm

Anti-theft protection

Windows - RC2, RC3, RC4
Doors - RC2, RC3

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

Dedicated thermal insulators act as thermal insulation, in combination with infills with high thermal insulation
properties.
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS - TM 74HI

POSSIBILITY OF MAKING A BALCONY DOOR

Heat transfer coefficient

Windows - od 1,0 W/m2K
Doors - od 1,2 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

Windows - 200 kg
Doors - 200 kg

Pemissible leaf width

Windows - 1600 mm
Doors - 1250 mm

Permissible leaf height

Windows - 2700 mm
Doors - 3000 mm

Anti-theft protection

Windows - RC2, RC3
Doors - RC2, RC3

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

This system is used for the construction of windows, doors, and showcases with high parameters of thermal insulation,
oriented at use in family housing, public and industrial facilities. The thermal insulators used in the system are made of
polyamide reinforced with fiber glass and the space between them filled with polyurethane foam. This system allows
for creating large constructions due to the use of reinforced profiles.
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YAWAL PRESTIGE ALUMINIUM PANEL DOORS
Throughout recent years the role of entrance doors has changed. Obviously, their primary task is still to protect
the inside of a house from intruders and cold. Nevertheless, doors now express our homes. They are responsible
for the first impression given. This is why it is so important that together with the facade and Windows, they
should create an integral whole.

MODERN TECHNOLOGY
Aluminium panel doors have taken architectural projects by storm. They are renowned for high stability and resistance to
deformation, even withstanding the of impact of harsh weather conditions.
Prestige Aluminium doors ensure warmth, safety, and comfort for those in the house. Very high levels of thermal insulation
(Uf from 1,1 W/m2K), as well as acoustic (Rw = 33 dB), and water tightness (class 7A) are achieved thanks to the triple-chamber
construction of profiles, the application of the most modern thermal spacers, and a string of internal and external seals. Prestige
doors have an environmentally-friendly, complex structure. Thanks to this, they keep heat inside during the winter and ensure
pleasant coolness during the summer, which lowers the costs of heating or air-conditioning.

Even the very construction of doors offered by Yawal guarantees safety of those in the home. However, there is the possibility of
increasing the security level by adding multi-point locks or anti-burglary bolts installed on the side of hinges. If the project includes
the installation of glazed elements, these are made of tempered glass.

FULL AUTOMATION
Intelligent system solutions, which allow remote control and keyless access, are becoming more and more popular.
There are numerous options for such improvements, such as: transmitters providing the possibility of opening
front doors by remote control, video modules with service panels which are responsible for the monitoring of the
situation outside the house, or motion detectors placed in the exit zone. A technical novelty is a biometric access
system with a fingerprint scanner, thanks to which we can open the door with the single touch of a finger.
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UNIQUE STYLE
Tailor-made aluminium Prestige doors will accentuate the individual style of each house. Whether you are looking for
doors to modern housing or renovated buildings, we can achieve a perfect match thanks to the freedom of choice in
form, colour, structure, and equipment.
The number of configurations is practically limitless so it is worth taking some time when selecting suitable
combinations of casing frame, leaf frame and infill. Yawal gives its clients the possibility of making door leafs of one
plane in line with the casing, in order that the profile of a leaf is hidden from view. Advanced production technology
allows the implementation of decorative ornaments, through the use of artistic end mills and various glazings.
PANEL DOORS

Unique character is intensified with a rich range of colours. People who prefer modern styles have a choice of
coatings from the RAL range, anodised surfaces, metallic tints or structural effects. On the other hand, those in
favour of traditional designs can go for glass panels or a wooden imitation look.

SUBTLE DETAILS
A classic solution, which beautifully presents itself especially in traditional housing, are outside hinges. Alternatively, the
effect of a plain and smooth surface without visible fittings can be achieved through the use of hidden hinges. A third
option is roller hinges which can be adjusted to several planes and match the lines of a door’s profile. The individual
character of an entrance can be highlighted by choosing handles and hand rails matching other elements of the door.
Shapes of handles clearly evolve into the simplest forms. Our partners offer hand rails of the following shapes: square,
rectangular, oval, and round. They are made of stainless steel, material or cast. Regardless of their shape and the material
they are made of, they are durable, adorned in an extraordinary manner, and present supreme quality.

Almost limitless options for adjusting the look of Prestige doors are completed by a broad assortment of hinges, hand
rails, locks and handles.

The following part of this catalogue contains exemplary models of door panels

yawal.com
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PANEL DOOR SYSTEM - TM 77HI Prestige

Heat transfer coefficient

Uf = 1,1 W/m2K
Uw = 0,7 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

120 kg

Pemissible leaf width

1300 mm

Permissible leaf height

2600 mm

Anti-theft protection

RC2

PANEL DOORS

TM 77HI Prestige is the highest quality system of entrance doors for single or multi family homes. This solution allows
manufacturing leafs within one plane in relation to the casing (invisible leaf profile) or one-sided flush. Thanks to use of
a 3-chamber thermal insulation system and innovative thermal spacers, the product is characterised by having
excellent properties in terms of handling heat and the elimination of thermal stress caused by differences in
temperatures.
This system allows you to lower your energy consumption, resulting in the lower cost of running a household. The
panel door system is compatible with the window TM 77HI system which makes it possible to construct various
configurations.

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a door with any colour
from RAL range, also in structural version.
Additional options: Wood imitation.
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PANEL DOORS

HIGIEJA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
Stainless steel frame around the pane on both sides.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.
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NIKE
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are end mills on the outside and
a smooth panel on the inside.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
and structural colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.

KLIO
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are stainless steel ornaments affixed
to end mills on the outside,
and a smooth panel on the inside.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.

PANEL DOORS

EUROPA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
Stainless steel frame around the pane on both sides.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
and structural colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.

DAFNE
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There is a smooth plate on the outside and on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.

TALIA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are stainless steel ornaments on the outside,
and a smooth panel on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours and wood-like colours.
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PANEL DOORS

PERSEFONA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
Stainless steel frame around the pane on both sides.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.
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KALIOPE
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are stainless steel ornaments and end mills affixed
on the outside, and a smooth panel on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
and structural colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.

EOS
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There is a smooth plate on the outside and on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.

PANEL DOORS

TEMIDA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There is a smooth panel on both sides.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
structural colours, and wood-like colours.

HESTIA
HARMONIA
max. dimension: 1250x2500 mm - two-faced panel.
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are end mills on the outside,
There is a smooth plate on the outside and on the inside.
and a smooth panel on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range, and structural colours.
structural colours, and wood-like colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.
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PANEL DOORS

DEMETRE
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are end mills on the outside and smooth panel on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
and structural colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.
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MUZA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
There are end mills on the outside and smooth panel on the inside.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range,
and structural colours.
No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.

KORA
max. panel dimension: 1250x2500 mm - double-faced panel.
Stainless steel frame around the pane on both sides.
There are end mills on the outside
and smooth panel on the inside.
Double-chamber glass pane, matt, P4 safety class.
Possibility of painting in all colours from RAL range, and structural
colours. No possibility of painting in wood-like colours.

HANDLES AND HANDRAILS
Handles and hand rails perfectly suit the modern pattern design of doors. All doors as a standard are equipped with an inside handle made of stainless steel and a stainless steel hand rail on the
outside. We allow you to customise your own version. The offer for customisation contains additional models of hand rails and handles.

Hand rail for outside doors
made of stainless steel
min. L: 40 cm, min. A: 30 cm
max. L: 200 cm, max. A: 190 cm
Diameter - ø40 mm

Hand rail for outside doors
made of stainless steel
min. L: 40 cm, min. A: 30 cm
max. L: 200 cm, max. A: 190 cm
Diameter - ø40 mm

Hand rail for outside doors
made of stainless
steel A: 38 cm
Diameter - ø30 mm

PANEL DOORS

Hand rail for outside doors
made of stainless steel

L - hand rail length
A - hand rail length measured between axes of elements fastening the hand rail to the doors

The length of a hand rail is adjusted to individual needs of
a client. Min. length - 40 cm, max. - 200 cm,
difference in length - every 10 cm

Door handle on one side
made of stainless steel

Door handle on one side
made of stainless steel

Door knob on one side
made of stainless steel
Door rosettes
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LOCKS

PANEL DOORS

Selection of an appropriate door lock is extremely important as it is an essential element that enhances the safety
of those in the house. The offer of accessories for Yawal Prestige panel doors contains locks from top
manufacturers who are leaders in the market. Doors are equipped with three-point locks as standard. Depending
on the client's needs, anti-theft locks can also be installed. Locks come with a keyboard or can use modern
fingerprint scanning technology.

Stiff chain Function
day / night

Biometric set to be installed
near the door
Electromotive three-point lock
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Switch
day / night

Set with code keyboard.
Installation on doors

Stainless steel hand rails and minimalistic
door signs are popular at present

GLAZINGS
As a standard, exit doors, sidelights and upper transoms are equipped with glass panes 68 mm
thick (transparent, ornamented or matt)
PANEL DOORS

HINGES
Windows and doors created from Yawal’s systems are constructions equipped with hinges
from top manufacturers of fittings. Well chosen fittings guarantee safety, the avoidance of
breakdowns, and an attractive visual effect
Depending on the preferred style, the clients may choose from hidden hinges which
guarantee a smooth plain surface effect, roller hinges – adjustable in several planes , and
classic outside hinges.

MILLING
Possibility of making panels
in accordance with client's
individual requirements.
Scope of milling width:
from 10 mm to 60 mm.

Hidden hinge

Outside hinge

Sash roller hinge
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TRANSOM / SIDELIGHTS
All door patterns (single, double, and extended versions) can be equipped with a single sidelight - right or left, and a upper transom. The drawings below present
examples of transoms and sidelights made of taped panels.

EXAMPLES OF SIDELIGHTS IN SINGLE AND DOUBLE LEAF DOORS
PANEL DOORS

EXAMPLE OF TRANSOM
AND SIDELIGHTS
IN SINGLE LEAF DOORS

SIDELIGHTS - MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS

EXAMPLES OF TRANSOMS IN SINGLE
AND DOUBLE LEAF DOORS

External frame dimensions
Width

External frame dimensions
Height

for glass

6000 mm

for glass

2600 mm

for panel

1250 mm

for panel

2600 mm

UPPER TRANSOMS - MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
External frame dimensions
Width

External frame dimensions
Height

for glass

2600 mm

for glass

1500 mm

for panel

2600 mm

for panel

1250 mm
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THE GARDEN STARTS AT HOME
TERRACE DOORS
Large glazings are no longer a hallmark of modern housing. Terraces and balconies which
are natural elongations of living space are becoming more and more frequent in designs
for single family homes. When striving for an accurate finish for such spaces, it is worth
choosing aluminium terrace doors.
Glazed walls will add an elegant look to the interior by optically enhancing the size of
rooms and opening up the house to the beauty of external surroundings. Terrace exits
have to be well-designed and placed accordingly in relation to the cardinal directions of
a compass. This will increase the entry of natural light and ensure optimum arrangement
of space. Terrace doors do not need as much space as their leafs, which when open, slide
open sideways parallel to one another.

Apart from aesthetic aspects, the technical parameters of designed solutions play a significant role and
Yawal pays utmost attention to this element. In order to do their job for a whole year without causing
energy loss, terrace doors have to present the right level of thermal and acoustic insulation, wind load
resistance, and water tightness. Yawal constructs partitions which meet requirements set for passive
houses, ensuring a heat transfer coefficient Uf from 0.8 W/m2K (DP 180).
Occasionally, people interested in this solution have certain doubts. Will large-format glazings put the
safety of my family at risk? Absolutely not! Anti-theft protection is enhanced by: the material stability of
aluminium profiles, firm fitting systems, and glass panes of the highest anti-theft classes available.
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UNIQUE SOLUTIONS
Yawal terrace door systems allow for making unique and functional constructions adjusted to clients'
needs. Due to the type of fittings used, doors are divided into categories:
- lift-slide,
- tilt-slide,
- tilt-turn, including low threshold solution,
- folded.
TERRACE DOORS

The highest class fittings make opening very easy and noiseless - perfect for people who value comfort.
The border between the world inside a house and its external surroundings disappears with the single
movement of hand. The interesting solution of a hidden external threshold helps the elderly, disabled
people, and children.

For those who admire limitless space as an extraordinary addition to the structure of a building, Yawal's
specialists have designed corner mullion-free Windows, which allow amazing panoramic glazings.

The colours of terrace doors along with their facade and interior design enhance the individual character of a
house. Just as with other aluminium products, the choice is basically limitless: from varnished surfaces,
alongside anodised and metallic ones, to structural effects.

yawal.com
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TERRACE DOORS (LIFT-SLIDE) - DP 180
DP 180 is a system used for manufacturing lift-slide windows and doors for outside housing. It is a modern solution
based on aluminium profiles and thermal spacers. The construction of the DP 180 system contributes to the reduction
of heat loss which lowers the utility costs of use of designed buildings.
The construction can be used in family housing and public facilities.

NEW

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 0,8 W/m2K

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 1,1 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

400 kg

Permissible leaf width

3300 mm

Permissible leaf height

3300 mm

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

TERRACE DOORS

POSSIBILITY OF MANUFACTURING ANTI-THEFT DOORS AND AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED DOORS

31

DP

150T
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TERRACE DOORS (LIFT-SLIDE) - DP 150T
The DP 150T system allows for the construction of lift-slide doors. Aluminium profiles for this system were designed in
a way that enables high parameters of thermal insulation. The DP 150T system makes it possible to create constructions
with a max. height of 3300 mm and max. weight of 400 kg. Lift-slide fittings ensure comfort and ease of use even with
large and heavy leafs. Doors of this type are used as external partitions, terrace exits, and doors in conservatories.

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 1,2 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

400 kg

Permissible leaf width

3300 mm

Permissible leaf height

3300 mm

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

TERRACE DOORS

POSSIBILITY OF MAKING ANTI-THEFT DOORS AND AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED DOORS

33

DP

100
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TERRACE DOORS (LIFT-SLIDE) - DP 100
Slide and lift-slide doors for the optimised external arrangement of rooms. DP 100 is a modern solution with high quality
parameters based on aluminium sections with a thermal spacer.

TERRACE DOORS

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 2,6 W/m2K

Maximum leaf weight

300 kg

Permissible leaf width

2500 mm

Permissible leaf height

2400 mm

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint
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SOFTLINE

ALUMINIUM WINDOWSILLS

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
SOFTLINE WINDOWSILLS
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The installation of windows is not the end of our work. It is also necessary to install external windowsills which protect
the house's facade from sags and damp. Softline aluminium windowsills can serve as a Smart and light solution to this
problem. Their rounded shape provides an optimum water outlet from the facade's plane and makes it impossible for
dirt to accumulate.
Aluminium alloys, which windowsills are made of, allow for the use of various structures, colours and painting effects
e.g. resembling wood, thanks to which the look of an element can be matched with every architectural style,
building's facade, window or external surrounding. Windowsills are additionally covered with a polyethylene film
which protects the decorative surface from damage. Depending on users' needs, there is freedom of selection of the
sill's width.
Softline aluminium windowsills are stiff and resistant to corrosion. They can be easily cleaned. This solution is
completed with finishing elements and the shapes of fastening parts fitted to each type of window, made of material,
wood or aluminium so it does not cover water outlets. The ends of windowsills can be made from plastic or
prefabricated aluminium.

Thickness

from 1 to 1,8 mm

Length

1000 – 6000 mm

Width

150 mm; 175 mm; 200 mm; 225 mm;
250 mm; 275 mm; 300 mm; 325 mm;
350 mm

Ending

plastic/aluminium

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

ECLIPSE
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EVERLASTING ELEGANCE
YAWAL ECLIPSE ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS

ALUMINIUM SHUTTERS

Shutters can add a beautiful and functional finish to any window. Chosen to match the facade and Windows, they will
highlight the individual style of any home.
External window shutters increase comfort by regulating air circulation, sun exposure, and temperature inside the
rooms and by limiting the amount of noise which reaches the house. They also protect windows from harsh weather
conditions and make it difficult for intruders to break into the house.
Aluminium shutters can last many years, are easy to clean, and there is no need for regular maintenance. They are an
alternative to more expensive wooden shutters which are available on the market. Stiff and at the same time slender
frame profiles make Yawal Eclipse shutters suitable for windows, terraces and balcony doors.
Yawal engineers have designed two types of shutters:
- with fixed fins allowing access of light at a certain angle,
- panel shutters, which upon closure achieve absolute darkness.
A rich offer of hinges and fittings allows the installation of shutters to window frames and to the wall. Closed shutters
may constitute one plane with a facade, stand out, or be placed in a window cavity.

Maximum dimensions of 1 leaf

900x2400 mm

Installation method with fixed fins

to frame, to wall

Installation method of a panel shutter

to the wall

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint
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FA

50N

HI
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MODERN DESIGN TREND
GLASS FACADES IN HOUSES

FACADE SYSTEMS

Modern architectural style and new technologies which allow the attainment of a high level of thermal insulation, water
tightness, wind load resistance, and anti-theft protection have led to an increasing number of designs of single family
houses including glass facades.
The effect of a glass wall can be obtained in numerous ways e.g. by using glazed fixed elements or combining them with
large terrace doors or slide windows. Glass facades open up the view to the beauty of the landscape and wonderfully
brighten the interior. Thanks to its technologically advanced construction designed by Yawal's experts and applied
components, it prevents the over-heating of rooms in the summer and their loss of heat during the winter. Glass facades
give lightness to the structure of a building and affect its visual attractiveness. Through the use of Yawal's innovative
constructions, it is impossible to distinguish fixed elements from opening ones when outside.

Possibility of installation of opening elements from
all systems included in the catalogue.

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 0,63 W/m2K

Maximum module weight

600 kg

Maximum module dimensions

6000x4000 mm

Anti-theft protection

to RC4

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint

One of the options is a
facade without visible
profiles (SL solution)
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WINTER
CONSERVATORIES

40

CLOSER TO NATURE ALL YEAR ROUND
CONSERVATORY

CONSERVATORIES

Lush greenery, golden leaves, and fairy-tale white surround our family in a relaxing atmosphere. This is the effect that
can be achieved by including space for a conservatory in a house project, or by adding it to the structure of an already
existing building. An orangery will not only make our house more beautiful by allowing us to admire nature the whole
year round, but is also valuable for economic reasons, such as improving the energy balance of a house, and increasing
the property's value, thanks to expanding its usable surface. When counting the advantages of this type of solution, we
cannot fail to mention the increased access of sunlight to rooms.
Our company's offer does not include schematic, ready-made conservatories. Each project is an individually designed
construction, which accommodates for the needs and requirements of our clients. In order to be able to use the
conservatory the whole year round, we include aluminium profiles with thermal insulators which enable a high level of
thermal insulation. The use of aluminium, which is characterised by its material stability, in the construction of
conservatories, and properly chosen glass panes, ensures a high level of anti-theft protection.

Possibility of installation of opening elements from
all systems included in the catalogue.

Heat transfer coefficient (Uf)

from 0,63 W/m2K

Maximum module weight

600 kg

Maximum module dimensions

6000x4000 mm

Anti-theft protection

to RC4

Colours:
Possibility of manufacturing a profile with any colour
from RAL range, details on page 43.
Additional options: anodising, imitating wood,
dying with structural paint
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SPECIAL TASK SYSTEMS

FOLDED DOORS
Folded doors allow you to divide a room into separate zones. Constructions
can be exterior and thermally insulated with help of profiles: PI 50N, TM 62,
TM 62HI i TM 74HI, and interior partitions with PBI 40E and PBI 50N systems.
The use of rails with an upper cart allows the doors to fold regardless of
conditions on the floor level. The solution is universal. Folded doors can be
made for bottom elements of the construction, in which case slides are
installed below the floor.

CARING FOR YOUR CHILD
Currently, children have no problem operating traditional windows. What is more, creators of modern technology often opt for comfort of use,
which makes this process even easier. For this reason, in order to keep our children safe, it is worth installing a window system which prevents
them from opening windows on their own.
Yawal's specialists have equipped windows produced according to the company's systems with special fittings thanks to which after turning the
handle into a horizontal position, the window does not fully open but tilts. This solution means the reversal of standard opening options available
with traditional windows. In order to fully open the window one has to turn the handle to a horizontal position.
However, if this level of safety measures is not sufficient, there is also the option of installing a special handle which is locked by insertion of a key.
It does not affect the tilting option, but the window only fully opens after turning the key.

FITTINGS HIDDEN IN CASING
Special attention has to be paid to windows with entirely hidden hinges, based on Yawal's constructions. They are ideal for
demanding clients who prefer absolutely no distortion to the look of their windows. The presented solution allows them to achieve
this desired effect. Hinges are not visible on the window. There is also no need to install any covers. All elements of fitting are hidden,
matched to large and heavy leafs not exceeding a weight of 180 kg. The fitting mechanism ensures that a window is easy to use and
the whole construction is stable. A leaf can be opened to a width of 100°. Thanks to this, nothing blocks the view beyond the window.
Photo: Example of a window made using the TM 102HI system
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POWDER VARNISHES
All products based on Yawal systems can be made in any RAL colour, in matt and satin versions. Below you can find examples of standard colours.
Remaining colour versions (including structural finish, metallic, pearl or concrete effect) are in the template.

RAL 1013

RAL 1019

RAL 3004

RAL 3005

RAL 5003

RAL 7024

RAL 7035

RAL 7039

RAL 7043

RAL 8019

RAL 5014

RAL 6005

RAL 7011

RAL 7012

RAL 7016

RAL 7021

RAL 8028

RAL 9005

RAL 9006

RAL 9007

RAL 9010

RAL 9003

WOOD-LIKE COLOURS
Below you can find examples of standard colours. Remaining colour versions are in the template.

GOLDEN OAK
739/2301

MAHOGANY
742/1704

NUT
775/2301

KNOT-FREE PINE
716/1501

DARK CHERRY
733/1403

DOUGLAS FIR
725/1403

BOK OAK
775/2516

WINCHESTER
746/1829

ANODISING
Below you can find examples of standard colours. Remaining colour versions are in the template.

INOX

C-0

C-31

C-32

C-33

C-34

C-35

Presented colours are for reference only - please ask distributors for colour templates.
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ALUMINIUM + ARCHITECTURE

Yawal S.A., ul. Lubliniecka 36, 42-284 Herby,
tel. +48 (34) 352 88 00, yawal.com

THROUGH COMPLEX AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS,
DISTRIBUTORS DATA

WE BUILD A BEAUTIFUL AND SAFE WORLD WITH PASSION

PARTNER
OF SOCIAL
CAMPAIGN
www.dobrymontaz.com

WE CREATE UNIQUE, EXCELLENT CONSTRUCTIONS USING COMPONENTS FROM WORLD CLASS LEADING SUPPLIERS

